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Brief summary 

For the servicing of automobile condensers, shops in 
the South frequently have the usual manifolds with high 
and low gauges connected to a Freon tank. The shop 
equipment may also include a separate vacuum pump. 
The present invention incorporates into the permanent 
service shop equipment a 3-way valve manually connect 
ing selectively the vacuum pump or the Freon tank with 
the mid-portion of the manifold and adds an auxiliary 
tank sealed against the entry of air or moisture and con 
nected temporarily with the automobile condenser to dis 
charge into the latter selectively either a vacuum pres 
sure or a moisture free oil. 

This invention relates to air conditioning for auto 
mobiles and has for its principal object the provision of 
a sealed system in which either oil or refrigerant or 
both may conveniently be added as needed and one in 
which the oil being a completely dry oil having a high 
at?nity for moisture is only momentarily exposed to the 
atmosphere, as when the novel auxiliary tank to hold 
both refrigerant and oil is being ?lled. 
A further object of the invention is to provide a sys 

tem which is simple and is time saving as *with it there 
is no need, after removing all air and moisture following 
repairs, to connect and disconnect hoses or gauges until 
the procedure is completed and therefore a serviceman 
may, for example, add oil to an automobile air condi 
tioning system, after repairing it, in a minimum of time 
and without any loss of the refrigerant, Freon being 
preferred, also without allowing entry of moisture or 
other contaminants into the system. 

In the drawing the ?gure represents the system partly 
in section as it will be while adding oil subsequent to 
completion of the steps of removing air and moisture 
as is done following repair of the system. 
The gauge set includes a manifold 10 to which are 

secured a low pressure gauge 11 on the left end, and a 
high pressure gauge 12 on the right. Nipples 14, 15 
-and 16 from the manifold through the usual couplings 
17 lead respectively, left to right, to a hose 13 leading 
to an auxiliary tank 18; a hose 19 leading from the mid 
portion 20 of the manifold selectively by a three-way 
valve 31 to either the Freon tank 21 or a vacuum pump 
22; and lastly nipple 16 is secured to a hose 23 leading 
from the high or discharge side 24 of a compressor 26 
to the portion of manifold 10 to the right of valve 27. 
This compressor is not part of the shop equipment as is 
the remainder of the parts illustrated. 
Valve 27 operated by hand wheel 28 closes the high 

pressure side of the compressor. Valve 29 on the left or 
low pressure side of the manifold is operated by the hand 
wheel or knob 30 and has been open during the evacuat 
ing of the system. The low pressure gauge 11 registers 
the vacuum pressure in the upper space 40 of the auxil 
iary tank 18 when the valve 29 is closed and registers 
the Freon pressure when that valve is open. 
The auxiliary tank 18, which is the novel element of 

the new combination, has a nipple 33 connected by pipe 
13 to nipple 14 on the manifold 10 and to one side of its 
curved dome 34 has the usual ?ller cap 35. The tank 
18 has a capacity of one quart as that is the size of the 
usual bottle of special oil. This allows the tank to be 
?lled with minimum chance of moisture being admitted. 
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A double valve 37~39 controlled by hand wheel 36 gov 
erns passage through valve 37 from auxiliary tank 18 to 
the suction line 38 of the compressor 26 or if it is closed 
and valve 39 is therefore open, from the top portion or 
space 40 of the auxiliary tank 18 through the vertical 
refrigerant charging tube 42 which has its upper open 
end in space 40 at the top of the dome 34. As later 
stated, valve 39 is open only during the vacuum step. 
The scale 44 reading in ounces of oil is readily visible, 
preferably with its zero mark at the level of the junction 
of the dome 34 and the cylindrical side to aid in deter 
mining how many ounces have been withdrawn. 

While removing air and moisture, with the compressor 
not running, valve 37 at the bottom of auxiliary tank 
18 is closed, nearby valve 39 is open, hence the vacuum 
line extends from the vacuum pump 22, the three-way 
valve 31, hose 19, open valve 29 in the manifold, hose 
13, top space or chamber 40 of the auxiliary tank, ver 
tical charging tube 42, through the open valve 39‘ to line 
38 to the low or suction side 25 of the compressor, valve 
48 being open. Valve 48 is closed only when the com 
pressor is being removed from the shop equipment. 
When the desired low reading on gauge 11 is obtained, 
valve 27 in the manifold 10 is closed and the three-way 
valve 31 is moved to establish communication between 
hose 19 and the Freon tank 21 as in the ?gure. 

After the vacuum treatment has been completed, and 
the valve 31 shifted to connect hose 19 to tank 21, the 
Freon or other refrigerant is admitted to the system. 
Valve 27 in the manifold is closed, valve 29 is open and 
the Freon therefore passes‘ freely from tank 21 via hose 
19, manifold midsection 24}, open valve 29, into the top 
chamber 40 of the auxiliary tank. 18 and down through 
the charging tube 42, through the open valve 39, and 
pipe 38 to the low pressure side 25 of the compressor 26 
and through hose 23 from the high or discharge side 24 
of the compressor to the manifold 10 and high pressure 
gauge 12, valve 27 being closed. It is well to close valve 
29 after the system is ?lled with Freon, then run the 
compressor a few minutes to stabilize the system. At 
this time the system is adequately ?lled with Freon gas 
but as shown in the ?gure a number of ounces of oil 
have previously been withdrawn from the system lower 
ing the oil level in the compressor to the dotted line 48, 
the oil level in the auxiliary thank 18 remaining at its 
previous state. 
To add the necessary oil, valve 39 is closed and valve 

37 is thereby opened. The compressor is now started 
and by slightly opening valve 29‘ in the manifold the 
pressure of the Freon slowly forces oil into the com 
pressor, the oil passing via open valve 37 and line 38 to 
the bottom of the compressor where its level therein 
is checked in the usual manner by removing the oil check 
plug 43. It is preferable to add the oil in small quan 
tities, such as two ounces at a time, rather than making 
up the entire de?cit at a single time. 
As previously stated, the auxiliary tank 18 is a portion 

of the automobile repair shop equipment. When all 
work is completed, the shut-off valve 48 in hose 38 is 
closed and 3-way valve 31 turned to close Freon tank 21 
from pipe 19 and now hoses 38 and 23 may be discon 
nected from the compressor by means of the usual quick 
connectors furnished with all automobile air condition 
ing systems. 
What I claim is: 
1. Apparatus for adding refrigerant and moisture-free 

oil to the compressor of an automobile air conditioning 
system, comprising an auxiliary receptacle for holding 
oil and refrigerant gas, a vacuum pump, a refrigerant 
supply tank, a manifold connected separately to the high 
or discharge side of the automobile compressor, the re 
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frigerant supply tank, and the auxiliary tank; means for 
selectively connecting either the refrigerant supply tank 
or the vacuum pump with the mid-portion of the mani 
fold, valve means closing the mid-portion of the mani 
fold from each end thereof, an open topped vertical re 
frigerant charging tube within the auxiliary receptacle 
extending above the liquid level of the oil therein, piping 
connecting the bottom of the auxiliary receptacle with 
the suction side of the compressor, said piping includ 
ing valve means for connecting the automobile com 
pressor with either the charging tube to discharge refrig 
erant gas to the automobile compressor or to the bot 
tom of the auxiliary receptacle to discharge oil to the 
compressor whereby oil may be discharged to the com 
pressor without opening the system to the atmosphere. 

2. The apparatus of claim 1 in which the auxiliary 
receptacle has a capacity of about a quart and has a ?ller 
cap to receive the usual bottle of special dry oil needed, 
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63. 
whereby permitting the receptacle to be ?lled with ad 
mission of a minimum amount of moisture; the means 
for selectively connecting includes a 3-Way valve and 
the valve means in said piping opens one passageway as 
it closes the other so that moisture-free oil or vacuum 
pressure alone may be admitted to the connected auto 
mobile compressor, and the vertical refrigerant charging 
pipe is directly connected to the valve means in the pip 
ing. 
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